GPENreformation on the Move for Global Protestant Communities of Peace
Sharing of experiences for Ambassadors of GPNreformation

Reflecting in small five groups:

1. What does it mean to be an Ambassador of GPNreformation?
2. What are the task and roles of an Ambassador of GPNreformation?
3. Identify and discuss the duties and rights of an Ambassador of GPNreformation?
Sharing of experiences for Ambassadors of GPENreformation

Leaders of groups:

• First group: Rev Mimi Brown
• Second group: Rev Dr Gerson Mgaya
• Third group: Rev Ernest Nkurunziza
• Fourth: Prof. Joni Roloff Schneider
• Fifth: Stefan Maass

The role of the Leader of groups:

- Organizing the activities within the group
- Collecting all ideas and opinions of the group to the Secretariat for GPENreformation
Status Quo, Developments and Visions of the Peace Education Period

2018
- Creating Global Protestant Communities of Peace by supporting Individuals to become Peacemakers
- Participatory Action on Peace and Discord
- Digital Peace Exhibition

2019
- Ambassadors’ Assembly on Peace Education
- Digital Cooperation Project with Students

2020
- Peace Academy I
- Digital Cooperation Project with Teachers

2021
- Peace Academy II
- Application and Dissemination
- Contribution to a Culture of Peace
- Gardens of Peace
- Global Protestant Communities of Peace
Ambassadors for Global Protestant Communities of Peace

CONNECTING SCHOOLS
BUILDING BRIDGES
COMMUNICATING
INITIATING PROJECTS
CONSIDERING FUNDING
Thank you very much for your outstanding Commitment to good Protestant Education worldwide!
Network Council for Global Protestant Communities of Peace
Network Council for Global Protestant Communities of Peace
Thank you very much for your Participation!